REM sleep enhancement induced by sensory stimulation is prevented by kainic acid lesion of the pontine reticular formation.
It has been shown that auditory or somatic stimulation during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is capable of producing a significant increase in ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) spike density as well as in REM sleep duration. The purpose of this study was to determine the role of the medial pontine reticular formation (PRF) in mediating such increase of REM sleep duration. After a baseline recording whereby on the same recording day the control and the stimulus (auditory or somatic) alternated with each REM, a group of cats was lesioned with kainic acid in the PRF. The sleep-wake cycle was recorded again on days 15, 30 and 45 post-lesion, following the same procedure. The results showed no changes in REM sleep duration and PGO spike density in the lesioned animals. However, when sensory stimulation was applied it was ineffective in producing REM sleep enhancement, although it was able to increase PGO spike density. These findings suggest that the effects of sensory stimulation on REM sleep duration are accomplished through the PRF, probably by inducing an increase in the excitability levels of such neurons, and further suggests that PGO spike density and REM duration are independent of each other.